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FOR OVER 20 YEARS,  WE HAVE BEEN TAKING CARE  
OF YOUR BEST FRIENDS, WITH NATURALNESS

EVERY SKIN HAS ITS NEEDS

ARIES KNOWS IT!

Aries Natural Solutions Bio Cosmetics  is an Italian Company engaged in the production of organic cosmetics 
with the aim of offering a safe and guaranteed product, respectful of animals and environment, thanks to the most 
innovative cosmetic technologies combines its formulations with the precious wisdom of nature exclusively Made 
in Italy.

Aries Natural Solutions, born from the love and passion for animals and nature, a leading company in Italy in 
animal cosmetics oriented only to raw materials of natural vegetable origin and biologic agriculture, without colour 
stabilizers and chemical additives, with high-performance lines for professional groomers, breeders but also for do-
mestic use. 

Creating an innovative line of organic products, Aries Natural Solutions, wants to make the moment of grooming 
easy for the groomer and pleasant for the dog ensuring the protection and the delicate hydro-lipid balance of its skin 
preserving the structure of the hair and enhancing the beauty of the coat. 

Wellness and beauty: thanks to the natural active ingredients, respect for animals and nature.
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Aries Natural Solutions is an established Brand for over 20 years in the cosmetic field of grooming; it has become 
a reference point of great importance for professionals working in the sector.

It produces in Italy and thanks to the experience gained in research and activities, it takes care of the well-being of 
your little friends with professionalism, carefully selecting the high quality of raw materials, mainly from biological 
agriculture only Made in Italy.

PRODUCTS FROM BIOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE

COMBINING AESTHETIC BEAUTY WITH ANIMAL WELFARE:   
THIS IS THE OBJECTIVE THAT HAS ALWAYS DISTINGUISHED ARIES 
NATURAL SOLUTIONS. 

Thanks to research and innovation in the cosmetic field of grooming, the innovative protective complex has been 
developed to preserve the microbial balance of the skin (cutaneous microbiota) and the coat of our animal friends 
to protect their health and their beauty over time and to ensure the protection of the hands of the groomer. Our 
products offer highly professional effective treatments for every type of hair and are designed for both the profes-
sional groomer and the owner who wants to take care of the cleaning of his pet.

The high quality of products formulated exclusively based on plant active ingredients and essential oils of Biologi-
cal Agriculture combine the pleasure of nature with technological innovation, thus creating a wide range of high 
quality that meets the needs of all types and weaving of the hair.

We are constantly looking for innovative raw materials, fragrances trend having as a priority a strict and punctual 
quality control.
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Aries Natural Solutions is also synonymous with kindness and availability in customer care after the purchase, 
constantly ensuring the advice of experienced and helpful staff.

WHEN WE IMAGINED ARIES NATURAL SOLUTIONS, WE REALIZED THAT...  
NATURE HAD ALREADY CREATED IT!
We think that the commitment, constancy, and seriousness that have driven us to realize this unique project, are 
worth more than many words…

2014

2017

2018

2019

2021

Aries Natural Solutions wins the Prestigious and Coveted Award “STAR GROOMING 
AWARDS” as Best Italian Innovating Company

First Italian company to create the Natural Cloud Line, designed exclusively for Cats, presenting a 
revolutionary method in cosmetics for feline breeds and opening a new scenario in the world of 
grooming.

The Glamour Italian Style line is born; a line of professional scissors for groomers, innovative, per-
forming fashion and production Made in Italy.

The Tecno-Grooming line is born; a line of shirts for professional groomers with technical fabric, 
lightweight, breathable, and anti-freeze but above all fashion and production Made in Italy.

Aries Natural Solution is the first Italian Company of Biocosmetics for dogs and cats to receive the 
prestigious award “ITALIAN EXCELLENCES”.



 
Contact us to know  
the location closer to you.

(+39) 393 176 9652   
academy@ariessrl.eu  
www.ariespet.it

@ariessoluzioninaturali

Professional School  
of Grooming in Italy

GROOMER COURSE B
350 hours

GROOMER COURSE A

ARIES NATURAL ACADEMY

250 hours

ASSISTANT GROOMER COURSE
100 hours

ADVANCED COURSE 
SPECIALIZATION IN BREEDS
80 hours and 100 hours
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SHAMPOO

Its exclusive formulation with natural ingredients of biological agriculture, degreases and eliminates all kinds of odours 
even the most persistent making the hair clean, shiny and nourished. It is suitable for frequent washing and for all types of 
coats; it doesn’t create problems with allergies or skin sensitisation and helps to maintain the keratin structure optimally.  
Mentha piperita has a significant soothing and refreshing effect, in case of irritation it relieves the skin giving a pleasant 
sensation of freshness. The Mentha piperita oil promotes the blood flow in the area where it is applied stimulating the 
regrowth of the hair. Excellent on oily skin because thanks to its remarkable astringent qualities, it has a purifying and 
hydrating effect for itching and dandruff problems. Citronella oil is a powerful organic compound with anti-bacterial and 
anti-fungal properties. Thanks to its antiseptic and grease properties, the Eucalyptus oil refreshes and strengthens the coat.
The apricot oil contains vitamin A and E suited for hydrate and regenerate the skin and the hair, making it silky and shiny.  
Argan oil completes the union by nourishing and repairing the hair, making it hydrated and nourished thanks to its proper-
ties, in addition to being soft and shiny. 

AROMATIK SHAMPOO
Aromatik anti-odour Shampoo, highly professional with Mentha piperita, argan oil,  
lemongrass and eucalyptus is specific for dogs and cats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Aromatik shampoo 1/10, apply the product over the dry coat and wet slowly; leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. 
Then repeat the procedure and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo.

• For all dogs and feline breeds.
• For frequent washes, it is degreasing, anti-odour and antiseptic of the hair.
• To nourish, restore and fight the frizz of the hair. 
• For the following dog breeds: Bulldog, Pug, Sharpei, Cocker.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25013

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93019

1,32 Gal. IT95001

MENTHA  
It has a soothing and 

refreshing effect, relieving 
the skin.

*from biological agriculture
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BIO COSMETICS

BIOSILK SHAMPOO WITH SILK PROTEINS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25014

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93025

1,32 Gal. IT95007

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25007

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93017

1,32 Gal. IT95008

The essential oils of Citrus Bergamia and Citrus Aurantium (andiroba, tea tree, lemon) make the product unpleasant to 
insects but at the same time it is delicate for the skin and the hair of the animal. Bergamot oil is one of the most degrea-
sing essential oil of Calabrian origins thanks to its natural fruity and citrus fragrance, it has the power to neutralize strong 
odours, it is an effective natural bactericide against insects and at the same time it is freshening, softening and tonifying 
for the skin. Citrus Aurantium has anti-inflammatory and disinfectant properties, it cleanses and softens the hair thanks to 
its decongesting, antiseptic, bactericidal and purifying action. Citrus Bergamia shampoo hence purifies the skin and gives 
shine and elasticity to the hair.

Its exclusive formulation made by natural ingredients of biological agriculture and with a restructuring and softening 
action, gives brightness and vitality. Silk proteins are a mixture of quaternized proteins which thanks to their cationic nature 
give conditioning and softening properties. Do not harden and stiffen the hair, improve the manageability of the curly 
coat and make it shiny and soft.  Lavender is a cure-all for the coat thanks to its soothing, antiseptic, healing properties. 
Amino acids have a regenerating effect; they recompact the coat fiber, giving it body, structure, vitality and shine. Aloe vera 
completes everything by making the hair soft and velvety. Even from the first treatments there is an evident improvement 
of the treated coat.

CITRUS BERGAMIA SHAMPOO  
Shampoo with bergamot unpleasant to fleas, highly professional,  
created with raw materials of high quality from biological agriculture.

Biosilk shampoo with silk proteins, highly professional with Lavandula,  
aloe vera and amino acids indicated for curly long and medium coats of dogs and cats. 

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Citrus Bergamia shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. 
Then repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo.

Dilute Biosilk shampoo 1/10 and distribute it over the dry coat, wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Repeat 
the procedure and rinse thoroughly. For best results, it is recommended to use Biosilk Mask.

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• To degrease and purify the hair, unpleasant to insects.
• To give elasticity and shine to the coat.

• For all dogs and feline breeds with long, curly and medium hair and for puppies.
• To nourish and restore the hair.
• For the following dog breeds: Poodle, Maltese, Bichon Frisè, Lagotto Romagnolo, Bedlington 
Terrier, Golden, Chihuahua with long hair, Pug, Chow-Chow, Border Collie etc...

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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SHAMPOO

DINAMIK SHAMPOO & MASK

CRISP HARD SHAMPOO 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25005

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93029

1,32 Gal. IT95006

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25001

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93020

1,32 Gal. IT95002

The argan oil nourishes and restructures the hair with its hydrating and purifying properties. Lemon and Orange extracts, 
thanks to their properties, make the hair soft and silky, strengthen and repair the coat protecting the hair from the smog, 
giving brightness and elasticity as rich in Vitamines B and C, folic acid and mineral salts. This Shampoo&Mask together is 
suitable for all hair types, plays a gentle cleansing and at the same time, the mask restores the hair making it shiny and 
bright. It reduces washing times. 

Formulated with an exclusive blend of essential oils wit raw materials of biologic agriculture: lemon, orange and bamboo 
marrow. Lemon is an essential oil that repairs and strengthens the coat from possible frequent damages such as air pollu-
tion, making the hair soft and silky, essential for the health of the skin and for the construction of a strong and elastic hair 
shaft thanks to vitamin C, folic acid, vitamin B and mineral salts. Bamboo marrow is rich in vitamin B, it contains also iron, 
calcium and proteins which have a softening and conditioning effect that surprises from the first application. The hard coat, 
damaged by chemical treatments or aggressive climatic conditions, gets weaker becoming thin and dull but thanks to the 
delicate action of the bamboo, the hair is deeply nourished regaining elasticity, lightness and brightness and at the same 
time it eliminates frizz. Orange instead, rich in vitamin C, gives shine and elasticity to the hair. Crisp Hard shampoo does not 
alter the typical texture of the coat but helps to achieve the correct hardness of the hair typic of the breed. After the washing, 
the hair seems immediately rough, strong, textured and rich in its natural oils. It acts giving volume where the coat requires 
it, it shapes and weigh down when necessary. 

Is a highly professional product with ingredients of biological agriculture:  
argan oil, lemon and orange extracts.

Crisp Hard Shampoo is a highly professional product specific for hard coats, specifically studied to 
give structure to the texture of the hair so as not to alter the roughness of the hair with washing. 

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Dinamik shampoo&mask 1/10, apply it on the dry coat and wet slowly, gently massage, leave on a couple of minutes 
and rinse accurately. If necessary, repeat the operation.

Dilute Crisp Hard shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, gently massage, leave on a couple of minutes 
and rinse. Then repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo.

• For all dog and feline breeds with long and medium hair 
• For puppies. 
• For frequent washes, it reduces drying times.
• Or the following dog breeds: Poodle, Maltese, Bichon Frisé, Lagotto Romagnolo, Bedlington terrier,    
   Golden, Chihuahua with long hair, Pug, Chow-Chow, Border Collie etc...

• For all dog and feline breeds which need to strengthen the hair. 
• For damaged and weak coats. 
• For the stripping and the trimming.
• For the following dog breeds: Schnauzer, Fox Terrier, Dachshund, Jack Russell, Terrier, Scottish, Bobtail, West Highland.

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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BIO COSMETICS

ENERGY HYPER DEGREASING 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93009

1,32 Gal. IT95014

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25015

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93028

1,32 Gal. IT95012

Its exclusive formulation with natural ingredients of biological agriculture, cleanses, soothes, disinfects and deodorizes by 
cleaning the coat and the skin deeply. It helps to balance the sebum production respecting the natural structure of the skin 
and leaving the hair shiny and soft. The Tea Tree oil is an antiviral, antibacterial and antifungal product with balsamic and 
healing characteristics in addition to being a grease product. The Neem oil is a natural bactericide that fights dandruff and 
calms the itching. The Rosemary plays a purifying action on the skin and a restructuring action on all lengths, it helps the 
coat to be bright, soft and elastic.

It is a highly powerful concentrated shampoo with a professional formula for high performance and with a dilution 1:50 
that makes the grooming excellent. It degreases in a delicate and completely natural way, without being aggressive for the 
skin or drying the hair thanks to its raw materials of biological agriculture: chamomile recutita and aloe barbadensis, ex-
tracts that confer a degreasing, healing, relaxing, purifying and decongestant effect, enriched with vitamin C and E that are 
fundamental to hydrate the skin and the hair.It removes the “greasy dirt” from the hair and has a cleansing and sanitizing 
action; it keeps the integrity of the skin barrier and the microorganisms balance; thanks to the aloe vera, it removes the 
dead cells and the sebum allowing the hair to grow back. Moreover, it helps to repel dust and dirt giving brilliance, strength 
and elasticity to the coat. It is excellent for oily and neglected coats or with smelly skin; it removes all types of residue due 
to the use of oils or conditioners from the coats with long or short hair. Suitable for dogs with many folds of the skin such 
as the bulldog, the pug or the sharpei. It has a dual effect: in addition to degrease the coat, it acts on the skin by hydrating 
it and giving structure and strength to the hair. The product has very good antistatic and healing properties and a pleasant 
long-lasting fragrance.

TEA TREE  MULTIFUNCTION SHAMPOO
Multifunction professional shampoo made of Tea Tree essential oils,  
rosemary extract and Neem oil of biological agriculture.

Highly concentrated product, suitable for all types of coats with oily skin and for all dog and feline bre-
eds; it removes the grease and regulates the production of sebum thus controls the odour of the skin. 

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Tea Tree shampoo 1/10, apply it on the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then repeat 
the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo. 

Dilute the hyper concentred shampoo 1/50 in warm water and mix with an immersion blender, apply the formed cream 
over the dry coat trying to arrive to the skin, wet slowly, gently massage, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse accurately. 
For best results, it is recommended to use Energy Mask 1/50 plus.

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For frequent washes, it is soothing and polishing for the hair.
• To remove the redness of the skin after the stripping. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with oily skin.
• To degrease and clean in a natural way. 
• To nourish and give brightness to the long hair.
• For the following dog breeds: Poodle, Lagotto Romagnolo, Bedlington terrier, Golden, Chihuahua, Pug, Chow-Chow, Border 
collie, Cocker, Labrador, Bulldog, Dachshunds.

DERMATOLOGICALLY  

TESTED

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

1:50 SHAMPOO  
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SHAMPOO
VEGETAL WHITE SHAMPOO FOR WHITE COATS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25003

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93021

1,32 Gal. IT95004

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25016

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93024

1,32 Gal. IT95013

The mauve extract has a soothing and anti-inflammatory effect, fundamental to avoid skin irritations, also suitable for weak 
and thin coats. Soy proteins have a strengthen effect: they wrap the hair in a protective microfilm creating a shield on the 
edges of the cuticle and the points of fracture. Volumix shampoo has been designed for all breeds with long and semi-long 
hair which need more volume, ensuring the maximum result in terms of washing, softness and strength. It gives strength 
and volume without weighing down the hair and is able to polish it. After drying, the coat will look more voluminous, 
reinforced, soft, smooth and velvety. 

VOLUMIX VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO
Volumix Shampoo is a natural highly professional volumizing product, thanks to its innovative 
formulation with natural and vegetable extracts such as Mauve from biological agriculture and soy 
proteins; it gently cleanses the hair giving it volume and brightness.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Volumix shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then 
repeat the operation and rinse. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo. For best results, it is recommended 
to use Volumix Mask and Volumix Touch-Static Control Spray. 

• For all dog and feline breeds which need more volume. 
• To give softness, to soothe, to strengthen and volumize. 
• For frizzy and rough hair of curly coats. 
• For the following dog breeds: Terrier, Poodle, Bichon Frisé, Chow-Chow, Pomeranian Spitz, German Spitz.

The natural formulation is created with ingredients from biological agriculture such as: lemon, hawthorn and coffea arabica.
Lemon is antibacterial, refreshing and polishing. Hawthorn has a purifying and astringent effect. Coffea Arabica has a toni-
fying and purifying effect. Used regularly, it keeps the coat white and shiny for a long time; it helps to remove the spots and 
the yellow stains without damaging the structure of the hair. 

VEGETAL WHITE is a professional shampoo with whitening and brightening effect, suitable 
for black and white coats. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Vegetal White shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then 
repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, for the extremely yellowed coats, use the pure product for the first 
shampoo.

• For all dog and feline breeds with white coat.
• To purify, polish and counter the yellowing of the hair. 
• For the following dog breeds: Bolognese, Bichon Frisé, Maltese, Poodle, West Highland, White terrier, Pomeranian,  
   Coton de Tulèar. 

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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BIO COSMETICS

YPODERM DERMO PROTECTIVE SHAMPOO 

YPOWER SHAMPOO WITH HONEY PROTEINS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25002

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93023

1,32 Gal. IT95003

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25009

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93026

1,32 Gal. IT95010

Honey is a great source of nourishment and beauty for the skin and the coat; it hydrates and purifies thanks to the cosmetic 
properties of bees’ nectar and to the sweeter composition. Together with the proteins of mineral salts, it becomes a perfect 
hydrating, protective, nourishing, soothing ingredient and rich in restorative properties for the skin. Honey, rich in polyphe-
nols and flavonoids, plays also an antioxidant action.  The pH of the shampoo keeps the natural acidity value leaving intact 
the lipid film that covers and protect it. The enzymes of honey and the natural vegetable antioxidants play an intense 
purifying and soothing action, also on the most sensitive skin. Aloe vera completes and improves the restructuring process 
with its strongly hydrating, anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. The mix of conditioning ingredients confers to 
the hair an exceptional brilliance by purifying and strengthening it. 

Ypower Shampoo is a highly professional product with its exclusive formulation of ingredients 
from a high biological agriculture: honey proteins, propolis and aloe vera. The natural raw mate-
rials contained in the shampoo nourish the hair and make it silky, soft and bright. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Ypower shampoo 1/10 and apply it on the dry coat, wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then repeat 
the operation and rinse thoroughly. For best results, it is recommended to use Ypower Mask.

• All dog and feline breeds with smooth and long hair. For puppies and old cats and dogs.
• For dry and damaged coat with itching.
• For the following dog breeds: Spitz, Maltese, Volpino, Yorkshire, Cocker, Cavalier King, Pomeranian,  
   Papillon, Havanese, Lhasa Apso. 

Melaleuca oil is perfect to purify the skin and promote hair regrowth. The bactericidal, antiviral, antifungal and antiseptic 
properties make this product suitable to clean the skin in an effective way by harmful microorganisms and fungus being 
a fungicide with balsamic, healing and skin-calming characteristics. It reduces dryness and itching at the same time, it 
naturally cures mycosis and dermatitis, redness of skin, dandruff, seborrhoea, irritated and dry skin. Melaleuca oil together 
with sweets almonds rich in vitamin E, A and D, nourish, polish and make the coat soft. Aloe vera extract helps to eliminate 
sebum and dead cells by purifying the skin and the hair and give structure to the coat. 

Ypoderm is a dermo-protective professional shampoo with softening, soothing and bal-
samic elements with a unique formulation rich in essentials extracts and oils: aloe vera, 
melaleuca and sweet almonds from biological agriculture.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Ypoderm shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then 
repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo. 

• For all dog and feline breeds. 
• To soothe and purify the skin. 
• To reduce dermatitis, itching and dandruff. 

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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SHAMPOO
OATMEAL ECO BIO UNIVERSAL SHAMPOO 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz IT27005

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93043

Oats (Avena sativa) is a nourishing ingredient, rich in important vitamins, minerals and antioxidants beneficial for the skin 
and hair. Althaea officinalis root extract (*) has soothing and restructuring properties. Prunus amygdalus dulcis (Sweet 
almond) seed extract has moisturizing and nourishing properties for the skin and hair. Suitable for dogs and cats.

Oatmeal Universal Shampoo 1/50 Specific Eco Bio certified for frequent use and delicate 
skin, ideal for all types of hair cleanses and nourishes the coat gently thanks to its natural 
ingredients from organic agriculture.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute the shampoo from 1:50 and apply on dry hair and massage gently, leave a few minutes and rinse thoroughly

 

• Ideal as the first cleansing shampoo with a sanitizing and purifying action for cats and dogs.  
• Deep cleansing ,sebum-regulating and emollient action.
• Gives strength and shine to the hair and restructures, nourishes, and moisturizes the skin.

*from biological agriculture

AVENA SATIVA 
Has the ability to protect even 
the most sensitive skin, being 

hypoallergenic

DILUITION

1:50

NEW
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With Oats, Sweet Almonds, 
Fennel extract and Althaea 

officinalis

ALSO SUITABLE  
FOR PUPPIES

FOR THE MOST  
DELICATE SKIN
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SHAMPOO

Its intense formulation is specifically designed to protect and strengthen the dry, weak and damaged hair that will result 
hydrated, nourished, reinforced and lighted thanks to the restructuring and strengthening oils and to the nourishing, so-
othing and polishing extracts. Moreover, it is nutritious, restorative and sebum-regulating suitable for all rebel and dama-
ged coats with long or semi-long hair.  The regular use of Relaxing restructuring intense Shampoo guarantees a radical 
change for all damaged or difficult to handle coats. Results will be excellent from the very first application making the hair 
nourished, easy to comb and bright. 

Relaxing Restructuring Intense Shampoo is a restructuring highly professional product 
with raw materials from biological agriculture: cedar extract, avocado oil, mauve and aloe 
vera, suitable for long and semi-long coats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Relaxing restructuring intense shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat, wet slowly and gently massage in order to 
create a lotion, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then repeat the operations and rinse thoroughly. For use in SPA: 
dilute Relaxing restructuring intense shampoo 1:10, apply it over the dry coat, gently message, leave on for 5 minutes then 
immerse the dog in the SPA for 30 minutes. The product does not create foam effect. For best results, it is recommended to 
use Relaxing restructuring intense Mask. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with long or semi-long hair.
• For damaged, rebel or difficult to handle coats. 
• For the preparation of the coat for Show or EXPO.
• For the following dog breeds: Maltese, Shih tzu, Yorkshire, Lhasa Apso, Pomeranian, Schnauzer, Pekingese,  
   Afghan Hound, Bichon Havanais.

RELAXING SHAMPOO RESTRUCTURING INTENSE

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

33,81 Fl.oz. IT92004

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

33,81 Fl.oz. IT92001

RELAXING SHAMPOO SENSITIVE SKIN 

Lenitive oils and repairing extracts from biological agriculture with vitamin E and C, ensure a nourishing, soothing, healing, 
dermo-purifying power and an anti-oxidant action. Excellent results on the treated animal are visible even from the first 
treatments. Thanks to its astringent and soothing properties, it is a product with a safe effect, it leaves the skin clean and 
regenerated and the hair clean and bright. It is particularly recommended on dogs and cats that have itching, allergies, 
dandruff, dermatitis.

is a highly professional product with raw materials from biological agriculture: lemon and orange 
extracts, almond and olive oil, chamomile, calendula, suitable for all types of dogs’ and cats’ coats 
with sensitive or damaged skin and dermatitis. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Relaxing sensitive skin shampoo 1/10, apply it over the dry coat, wet slowly and gently massage in order to create 
a lotion, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. For use in SPA: dilute 
Relaxing sensitive skin shampoo 1:10, apply it over the dry coat, gently message, leave on for 5 minutes then immerse the 
dog in the SPA for 30 minutes. The product does not create foam effect. For best results, it is recommended to use Relaxing 
sensitive skin Mask. 

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For dermatitis, redness of the skin, itching. 
• To nourish and restore the hair. 

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture



BIO COSMETICS

CALENDULA  
Thanks to its  

anti-inflammatory properties,  
it is ideal for delicate skin  

such as those of  
puppies.

Shop online
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MASKS
BIOSILK MASK WITH SILK PROTEINS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz IT25008

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93018

1,32 Gal. IT95009

Propolis and honey proteins intensely nourish the hair and the skin, balancing the excessive production of fat skin.  Aloe 
vera completes the restructuring process with its strongly hydrating, anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. The 
mix of conditioning ingredients confers an excellent brilliance to the hair, by purifying and strengthening it. Ypower mask 
formulated exclusively with natural ingredients, rich in conditioner proteins, makes the combing easier, leaves the coat un-
tangled, shiny and nourished; leaves no residues and does not weigh the hair down. The regenerative action is immediately 
visible on the coat from the first treatments. 

Its exclusive formulation is made by natural ingredients of biological agriculture with a conditioning, untangling, restoring 
and softening action. Silk proteins are a mixture of quaternized proteins which thanks to their cationic nature give conditio-
ning and softening properties. Do not harden and stiffen the hair. They improve the manageability of the curly coat giving 
it softness and brightness. Lavender is a cure-all for the coat thanks to its soothing, antiseptic and healing properties. Amino 
acids have a regenerating effect; they recompact the coat fiber giving it body, structure, vitality and shine. Aloe vera com-
pletes everything by making the body soft and velvety. Even from the first treatments there is an evident and immediate 
regenerative action, the no-rinse method leaves no residue and does not weigh down the hair.

Ypower Mask is a highly professional product with an exclusive formulation  
with ingredients from biological agriculture: honey proteins, propolis, aloe vera.

Biosilk mask with silk proteins and with no rinse method, highly professional with Lavandula,  
aloe vera and amino acids is indicated for dogs and cats with curly, long and medium hair. 

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Ypower mask 1/30 and apply it on the wet coat; leave on a couple of minutes and rinse accurately.  
For best results, it is recommended to use Ypower Mask. 

Dilute Biosilk mask 1/40 in warm water and distribute it over the wet coat. Gently massage and brush the coat to allow the 
product to be absorbed, leave on for 15/20 minutes and then proceed to dry the hair without rinsing. For best results, it is 
recommended to use Biosilk shampoo.

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For weakened and dry coats.
• To nourish, restructure and revitalize.
• For the following dog breeds: Spitz, Maltese, Volpino, Yorkshire, Cocker, Cavalier King, Pomeranian,  
   Papillon, Havanese, Lhasa Apso. 

• For all dogs and feline breeds with long, curly and medium hair and for puppies.
• To nourish and restore the hair.
• For the following dog breeds: Poodle, Maltese, Bichon Frise, Lagotto Romagnolo, Bedlington Terrier, Golden,  
   Chihuahua with long hair, Pug, Chow-Chow, Border Collie etc. 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25004

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93027

1,32 Gal. IT95005

YPOWER MASK WITH HONEY PROTEINS

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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BIO COSMETICS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93022

1,32 Gal. IT95015

ENERGY HYPER RESTRUCTURING MASK

VOLUMIX BIO VOLUMIZING BIO MASK

It is a special blend made with natural extracts from biological agriculture: Aloe Barbadensis and Chamomile Recutita that 
confer a decongestant, refreshing, regenerating, relaxing and soothing action. Macadamia and Jojoba oils are a blend of 
multi-functional oils with a light touch; they do not grease and nourish even the driest coats while the vitamin E has a strong 
restructuring action together with the presence of vitamin C and panthenol. Thanks to the refined formula, it confers an 
exceptional conditioning, hydrating, smoothing and polishing power. It is suitable for ring coats and it is a thermo protector 
from hair straightener in the preparation of packages for long-haired breeds. 

Vegetable proteins are excellent cosmetic actives for the hair; they strengthen and give volume, making the coat smooth 
and brilliant. Flax seeds instead, hydrate and nourish the dry, frizz and damaged coat helping to shape the styling. Sweet 
almonds have a detangling and smoothing action and fight the frizz effect of curly and rebellious hair; it is an excellent 
anti-oxidant with vitamin E, vitamin A, vitamin D. Thanks to these raw biological volumizing materials, Volumix Bio Mask 
nourishes, polishes and makes the coat soft, gives volume and elasticity without weigh down, strengthening the hair and 
giving vitality and structure.

Energy Mask 1:50 Plus is a highly concentrated product, suitable for all types of dull,  
weakened and damaged coats, for all types of breeds and hair. 

Volumix Bio is a professional instant volumizing mask made with flax seeds, almonds and 
vegetable proteins from biological agriculture, a true concentration of volume, ideal to re-
structure the fibres of the coat of dogs and cats.

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Energy restructuring mask 1/50 Plus can be applied with a dilution till 1/50, mix the product with warm water and mix with 
an immersion blender; apply the lotion on the coat, massage, leave on for 10/15 minutes and rinse thoroughly. For best 
results, it is recommended to use Energy Hyper Degreasing Shampoo 1/50.

Dilute Volumix Bio Mask 1:30 in warm water and use it as a compress from 5 to 10 minutes and rinse thoroughly. Does 
not leave any residues and does not weigh down. For best result, it is recommended to use Volumix Shampoo and Volumix 
Touch-Static control spray.

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For dull, weakened and damaged coats. 
• For the preparation of ring coats and of the packages for long-haired breeds.

• For all dog and feline breeds that need more volume.
• To give softness, elasticity and volume.
• To fight the frizz effect of the hair
• For the following dog breeds: Terrier, Poodle, Bichon Frisé, Chow-Chow, Pomeranian Spitz, German Spitz.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25026

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93012

1,32 Gal. IT95016

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

1:50 
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MASKS
RELAXING MASK RESTRUCTURING INTENSE

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

35,2 Oz. IT92003

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

35,2 Oz. IT92002

RELAXING MASK SENSITIVE SKIN 

It is a restructuring and performing product made with Phyto-keratin that makes the hair internal structure stronger, sealing 
the cuticle and eliminating frizz. Phyto-keratin is made by wheat proteins that are a 100% vegetal substitute of the Keratin of 
animal origin; it is a conditioning and nourishing for the hair, visibly repairs the dermis and fortify the skin in a natural way. 
Soy proteins are the perfect ingredient to improve the consistency and the hydration, improving the resistance and the stren-
gth of the damaged hair in fact the weakened hair will benefit from them in an excellent and healthy way. Soy has a strong 
protein and lipid content, rich in vitamin E. Moreover, soy proteins give brilliance, structure and manageability to comb to the 
hair; they protect the hair from the heat of the hair straightener and hair dryer, reducing the damage caused by the oxidative 
damage and UV rays. Relaxing Mask, thanks to its biological essential oils and vegetable ingredients, has an extra nourishing, 
condition and soothing power for the skin and a powerful anti-oxidant action. The regular use of Relaxing Sensitive Skin Mask 
together with Relaxing Sensitive Skin Shampoo, give structure, elasticity, brilliance, manageability to comb and restores the 
physiological pH of the skin.

Relaxing sensitive skin mask, thank to its formulation, is a highly professional performing 
product made with raw natural materials from biological agriculture: Phyto-keratin, soy proteins, 
lemon and orange extract, almond and olive oil, chamomile, calendula. 

RECOMMENDED: HOW TO USE:

Dilute Relaxing sensitive skin mask 1/30, apply it over 
the coat, massage, leave on for 10/15 minutes and rin-
se thoroughly. For ultra-damaged coats, dilute the mask 
1/10, leave on 10/15 minutes and rinse thoroughly. For 
use in SPA: dilute Relaxing sensitive skin mask 1/30, 
apply it over the coat, message, leave on for 5 minutes 
then immerse the dog in the SPA for 30 minutes. For best 
results, it is recommended to use Relaxing sensitive skin 
shampoo. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with sensitive or damaged skin. 
• For dermatitis, redness or itching.
• To repair and fortify the skin and strengthen the hair.

It plays a nourishing, strengthening, restructuring and polishing action, it makes the hair newly smooth and manageable 
without weigh it down. Excellent results are visible even from the first treatments with the use of Relaxing Intense Mask 
since it is enriched with natural extracts and essential oils from biological agriculture: cedar extract, avocado oil, mauve, aloe 
vera and vitamin E that restore, nourish and hydrate the coat of the dog making the hair healthy, shiny and restored without 
weigh it down, increasing the smoothing effect and giving a pleasant fragrance. The product is perfect for the recovery and the 
maintenance of the most demanding or stressed coats by exhibitions and competitions, for ring coats and the preparation of 
packages for long-haired breeds; because of the hair straightener, the weakened and dry hair will benefit from it in an excellent 
and healthy way. 

RELAXING RESTRUCTURING INTENSE MASK is an intensive restructuring treatment that 
strengthen the dry and damaged hair; its rich composition and its ingredients from 
biological agriculture contribute to the balance and to the correct hydration of the hair. 

 RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Relaxing restructuring intense mask 1/30, apply it on the coat, massage, leave on for 10/15 minutes and rinse thorou-
ghly. For use in SPA: dilute Relaxing restructuring intense mask 1/30, apply it over the coat, message, leave on for 5 minutes 
then immerse the dog in the SPA for 30 minutes. For best results, it is recommended to use Relaxing restructuring intense 
shampoo. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with long or semi-long hair such as Maltese, Shih tzu, Yorkshire, Lhasa Apso,  
   Pomeranian, Schnauzer, Pekingese, Afghan Hound, Bichon Havanais.
• For damaged, weak and stressed coats.
• For the preparation of the coats for Show and Expo. 

*from biological agriculture
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BIO COSMETICS

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

35,2 Oz. IT92005

RELAXING SCRUB EXTRASTRONG

The ingredients are of vegetable nature and the essential oils from biological agriculture: beeswax, shea butter, olive oil, 
apricot oil, vitamin E and C, all make this product extremely effective. Relaxing scrub is to be used before the bath with 
dry hair in order to obtain a gentle exfoliation that reoxygenates the skin, illuminates and revitalizes the hair by removing 
the impurities trapped by the essential oils and eliminating them by rinsing.Moreover, it is possible to obtain a light me-
chanical peeling that removes the impurities and the excess of dead hair for moulting dogs; it is a great help during the 
grooming and reduces the time by eliminating the excess of hair in an easy way. Excellent results are visible even from 
the first treatments on the treated dog or cat, both on the skin that will be exfoliated, purified, regenerated and soothed 
and on the hair that will be lightened and exfoliated. Soothing oils and repairing extracts ensure a nourishing, soothing, 
dermo-purifying, regenerative power and a powerful anti-oxidant action.

Relaxing Scrub is an exfoliating, purifying and soothing product, highly professional, designed 
by a team of experts in cosmetic formulations, in order to naturally remove skin impurities and 
the excess of dead hair for moulting dogs and cats without being aggressive. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Wet the coat that has to be treated, apply the product, gently massage to let the product to be deeply absorbed, leave on 
5–10 minutes and rinse thoroughly. For use in SPA: Wet the coat that has to be treated, apply the product, gently massage 
to let the product to be deeply absorbed, leave on 5–10 minutes, then immerse the dog in the SPA. The duration of SPA 
treatment is 30 minutes.

• For all dog and feline breeds that are moulting.
• To remove the impurities and the hair excess.
• For dermatitis, redness and itching.

Vai allo shop
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DETANGLING
HYPER

Break Up method

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

Spray  
8,45 Fl.oz. IT90253

Refill  
33,81 Fl.oz. IT93014

Its special hyper detangling formulation with Aloe Vera performs an exceptional detangling, restructuring, moisturizing 
and strengthening action for the elimination of knots and skeins. This special Milk is successful even on the most difficult 
knots, prevents the shear, leaves the hair shiny and soft without breaking it. The result is guaranteed. 

The high concentration of Aloe and essential oils creates a protective film on the coat reducing, in an evident way, the for-
mation of knots. It nourishes, restructures and strengthens the hair protecting it by dehydration and dryness. It prevents the 
felting and strengthens the fragile hair giving brightness; it softens the skin and at the same time detangles the hair. The 
immediate result is a perfect manageability to comb and an excellent brightness.The “no rinse” method allows the product 
to protect the hair from external agents that represent the first cause of formation of knots giving brightness, strength 
and elasticity to the coat. Particularly suitable for cats and dogs with soft and silky hair for EXPO events in order to obtain a 
grooming always at the top without damaging or altering the natural characteristics of pet hair.

BREAK UP MILK HYPER DETANGLING

BREAK UP MAINTENANCE CONDITIONER HYPER DETANGLING 

Break up hyper detangling milk is a spray treatment able to untangle the knots suitable  
for long and curly coats of cats and dogs.

Break up maintenance conditioner hyper detangling spray is a power conditioner of high 
quality with Aloe Vera, ready to use, suitable for long and curly coats of cats and dogs.

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Spray the quantity You need over the dirty hair at the base of the knots and brush with a comb until the knots are elimina-
ted. It can be used also during the drying process for the complete elimination of knots. For best results, it is recommended 
to use the complete method: break up shampoo, break up mask and break up conditioner spray. 

Spray generously on the hair and comb. It can be used also for the daily cleaning after the walk. For best results, it is recom-
mended to use the complete method: break up shampoo, break up mask and break up milk spray. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with damaged and felted coats.
• To eliminate knots and prevents the formation of new ones.
• To have stillness e manageability to comb the hair.

• For all dog and feline breeds with smooth or curly hair with damaged and felted coats.
• For daily maintenance, it reduces the formation of knots.
• To give stillness e manageability to comb the hair.

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

Spray  
8,45 Fl.oz. IT90250

Refill  
33,81 Fl.oz. IT93013
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Its special hyper detangling formulation with Aloe Vera from biological agriculture has an intense restructuring action, 
suitable for felted and knotted coats and also for damaged or ultra-utilised coats. It eliminates knots, improves the manage-
ability to comb and makes the hair soft, shiny and nourished. Does not weigh the hair and makes drying easier. 

BREAK UP MASK HYPER DETANGLING 
Break Up Mask without rinsing professional and of high quality with natural extracts and aloe 
vera is specific for knotted and felted coats of cats and dogs. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute break up mask 1/40 in warm water and distribute it over the wet coat. Gently massage and brush the coat to allow 
the product to be absorbed, leave on for 15/20 minutes and then proceed to dry the hair without rinsing. For best results, 
it is recommended to use the complete method: break up milk spray, break up shampoo and break up conditioner spray. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with damaged and felted coats.
• To eliminate knots and prevents the formation of new ones.
• To give stillness e manageability to comb the hair.

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT90252

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93002

It is also recommended for felted and knotted coats and for damaged or ultra-utilised coats. The continued use prevents 
the breaking of the hair and the formation of knots and gives softness and brightness to the coat. Moreover, thanks to its 
antifungal and antibacterial properties contained in the shampoo, it gives stillness eliminating the electrostatic charge 
leaving the hair shiny and comb.

BREAK UP SHAMPOO HYPER DETANGLING 
Break Up Shampoo professional and of high quality with natural extracts and aloe vera. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute break up shampoo 1/10 in warm water and distribute it over the coat with dry hair. Gently massage the coat to allow 
the product to be absorbed, leave on for 3/5 minutes and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, for the first shampoo use the pure 
product. For best results, it is recommended to use the complete method: break up milk spray, break up mask and break 
up conditioner spray.

• For all dog and feline breeds with damaged and felted coats.
• To eliminate knots and prevents the formation of new ones.
• To give stillness e manageability to comb the hair.

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT90251

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93001

1,32 Gal. IT95019
NEW!

BIO COSMETICS
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DETANGLING
HYPER

YPOWER DETANGLING AND RESTRUCTURING SPRAY 

*from biological agriculture

Its formulation with raw materials of biological agriculture ensures efficacy respecting the skin of the animal. The honey 
proteins are ideal to detangle and remove knots. Great for finishing and cuts, it is recommended as a maintenance product 
between one grooming and the other. It can be used with dry or wet hair; it is also suitable for short-haired animals to polish 
and give softness. It makes the daily brushing easier, conditions and restructures the hair giving a pleasant fragrance. Do 
not grease and polish the short-haired coats. 

Ypower detangling spray is a conditioner and detangling product made of honey proteins  
with a pleasant fragrance and with a shaping action suitable for medium and long coats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Spray the required quantity on the coat and brush the hair; use it with dirty or clean 
hair. For best results, it is recommended to use the Honey Ypower line: Ypower 
Shampoo and Ypower Mask. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with medium and long coats.
• For the daily brushing. 
• To condition and restructure medium and long coats, to polish the short ones.

It is a highly professional product with raw materials of biological agriculture indicated as a maintenance product in order 
to prevent the felting and the formation of knots in a practical and fast way being shampoo and conditioner together. It per-
forms an exceptional scrubbing, detangling and restructuring action, moisturizing the hair of cats and dogs deeply. Thanks 
to the antifungal and antibacterial properties of Aloe Vera, it gives stillness eliminating the electrostatic charge leaving the 
hair shiny and comb; does not weigh the hair and leaves it restructured and shiny.  It has an intense restructuring action 
that improve the manageability to comb and makes the hair soft and shiny.

BREAK UP MAINTENANCE SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER 
Break Up Maintenance Shampoo & Conditioner professional and of high quality with natural  
extracts and aloe vera is specific for knotted and felted coats of cats and dogs. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute break up shampoo and conditioner maintenance 1/10 in warm water and distribute it over the coat with dry hair. 
Gently massage the coat to allow the product to be absorbed, leave on for 3/5 minutes and rinse thoroughly. For best 
results, it is recommended to use Break up milk spray before washing.

• For all dog and feline breeds with damaged and felted coats.
• To prevent the formation of knots and felting.
• To give stillness e manageability to comb the hair.

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT90254

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93006

1,32 Gal. IT95020

Break Up method

NEW!

Shop online

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

Spray  
8,45 Fl.oz. IT25006

Refill  
33,81 Fl.oz. IT93016
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ALOE VERA  
Deeply nourishes the hair  

making it strong and bright 
contrasting the fall.

BIO COSMETICS



SIZES
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PERFUMES
Natural Fragrances from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13002

33,81 Fl.oz IT93007

SEAWATER
Seawater is a delicate, fresh and professional perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: aloe vera 
and spicy essential oils. It is a blend of delicate fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low concentra-
tion of alcohol.  The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin. It does not 
grease, does not wet and does not stain. Size 120 ml available while stocks last.  Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 
15/20 from the hair over the coat.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13005

33,81 Fl.oz IT93004

COCONUT 
Coconut is a sweet, enveloping and professional perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: exotic 
notes, coconut and spicy essential oils. It is a blend of exotic fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low 
concentration of alcohol. The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin.  Apply 
2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over the coat. It does not grease, does not wet and does not stain. 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13001

33,81 Fl.oz IT95011

BITTER FLOWERS
Bitter Flowers is an intense, fresh and professional perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: le-
mongrass, sandalwood and floral notes. It is a blend of floral fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low 
concentration of alcohol.  The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin. It 
does not grease, does not wet and does not stain.  Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over the 
coat.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13003

33,81 Fl.oz IT93008

SILK
Silk is a delicate and professional perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: calendula and spicy es-
sential oils. It is a blend of delicate fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low concentration of alcohol. 
The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin. It does not grease, does not 
wet and does not stain. Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over the coat.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13000

33,81 Fl.oz IT95000

SICILY 
Sicily is a professional, fresh and enveloping perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: citrus notes 
(lemon, orange, lemongrass), lavender, spicy essential oils. It is a blend of citrus fragrances with a high persistence on 
the coat and with a low concentration of alcohol.  The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory 
sensitivity and the skin. It does not grease, does not wet and does not stain.  Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 
from the hair over the coat.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13004

33,81 Fl.oz IT93003

TALC 
Talc is a fresh, intense and professional perfume realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: talc and spicy 
essential oils. It is a blend of fresh fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low concentration of alcohol. 
The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin. It does not grease, does not 
wet and does not stain. Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over the coat.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 
3,381 Fl.oz IT13006

33,81 Fl.oz IT93005

VANILLA 
Vanilla is a sweet, delicate and professional perfume, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: spicy notes, 
vanilla and essential oils. It is a blend of spicy fragrances with a high persistence on the coat and with a low concentration 
of alcohol. The ingredients are specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and the skin. It does not grease, 
does not wet and does not stain. Apply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over the coat.*from biological agriculture
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COSMETICI 100% NATURALI
NATURAL FRAGRANCES 

FOR DOGS AND CATS

CITRUS BERGAMIA
Citrus Bergamia is an intense, exclusive and professional perfu-
me, realized with raw materials from biological agriculture: distil-
led bergamot and essential oils produced exclusively in Calabria. 
It is a blend of citrus fragrances with a high persistence on the 
coat and with a low concentration of alcohol. The ingredients are 
specially selected in order to respect the olfactory sensitivity and 
the skin. It does not grease, does not wet and does not stain. Ap-
ply 2/3 perfume spray at a distance of 15/20 from the hair over 
the coat.

Known as “the green gold  
of Calabria” is used for fresh, 

 intense and citrus  
fragrances.SIZES PRODUCT CODE

0,039 Fl.oz. IT15000

33,81 Fl.oz IT93011

Shop Online

BERGAMOT
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CATS LINE
Cloud method

CLOUD DEGREASING CREAM EXTRA STRONG 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT26001

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26000

Karité butter is softening and restructuring, rich in phytosterols fat acids, vitamin A and E. Sesam oil is rich in antioxidant, 
antibacterial, antiseptic and grease substances; it acts rebalancing the skin and the sebum excess. Cloud degreasing cream 
has been designed exclusively for the purpose of degrease the coat of cats and dogs with long or short hair, to remove 
grease from the tail or the ears of the cocker.

It is suitable to degrease cats’ coats but it is recommended also for dogs with long hair and it is excellent also for medium 
and short hair. Cloud degreasing shampoo is used after the bath with Cloud degreasing Cream, it removes the grease 
and the most difficult stains, leaves the hair clean, shiny and full of vitality. Even from the first use, the result is a soft and 
perfumed coat. 

Cloud degreasing cream extra strong is a highly professional product designed by a team of 
experts in cosmetic formulations with vegetable ingredients and of biological agriculture such as 
Karité butter and sesam oil which makes this product delicate and effective against grease without 
being aggressive. 

Cloud Degreasing Shampoo extra strong is a highly professional product designed by a team of 
experts in cosmetic formulations with vegetable ingredients and of biological agriculture: milk 
thistle, lemon, lemongrass, geranium and floral essential oils make this degreasing product 
delicate and extremely effective against grease without altering the physiological pH. 

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Apply the degreasing cream on the dirtiest and most greasy points with dry hair and massage for a few minutes, linger a 
little longer on the tail, then rinse thoroughly and proceed with the shampoo. For best results, it is recommended to use 
the complete method: Cloud degreasing shampoo and Cloud restructuring or volumizing mask. 

Dilute Cloud shampoo 1/10 in warm water, apply it over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. 
Then repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. For best results, it is recommended to use the complete method: Cloud 
mask and Cloud cream.

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• To remove grease from the tail and the ears of the cocker and from other parts really greasy. 
• To remove difficult stains such as the car grease.

• For all feline breeds with coats and tails which need to be degreased. 
• For puppies.
• To clean and nourish the coat. 

CLOUD DEGREASING SHAMPOO FOR CATS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT26002

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26003

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture
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CLOUD RESTRUCTURING MASK FOR CATS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT26006

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26007

Its special formulation with Milk thistle, Cynara scolymus, Geraniol from biological agriculture has a restructuring and hy-
drating action, making this product extremely effective on thin, weak and damaged cats’ coats. The mix of essential oils 
with orange, geranium, lemongrass and lavender has deodorant antiseptic properties with a pleasant fragrance; the Cynara 
scolymus properties give tone and elasticity acting as a bio-activator, invigorating and stimulating the skin. Moreover, it 
makes the grooming easier by reducing the drying time and leaving the coat restructured, fortified and naturally scented.

Cloud restructuring mask is a highly professional product designed by a team of experts in 
cosmetic formulations, specific for cats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Cloud mask 1/30 in warm water and distribute it over the wet coat, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse accurately.
For best results, it is recommended to use the complete method: Cloud shampoo and Cloud cream. 

• For all dog and feline breeds with thin and damaged coats. 
• To restructure and hydrate the coat. 

CLOUD VOLUMIZING MASK FOR CATS 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT26004

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26005

Its special formulation with vegetable ingredients and of biological agriculture: milk thist-
le and a mix of auto emulsifiers oils are cationic conditioners which make the hair soft and 
volumized. It is an excellent antistatic agent, gives a soft and light touch, reduces the static 
electricity. The vegetable proteins contained into the mask leave the coat handy, elastic, 
soft and shine thanks to their hydrating and conditioning properties and together with the 
vitamin E, give volume and lightness. The selected vegetable ingredients have a restructu-
ring, hydrating and volumizing effect and make extremely effective this product on rough 
coats which need volume. The use of this volumizing mask makes the grooming easier by 
reducing the drying time. 

Cloud mask is a highly professional product designed  
by a team of experts in cosmetic formulation, specific for cats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Cloud mask 1/30 in warm water and distribute it over the wet coat, leave on a couple 
of minutes and rinse accurately. For best results, it is recommended to use the complete 
method: Cloud shampoo and Cloud cream.

• For all feline breeds with coats which need volume.
• To reduce the static electricity.
• To restructure and hydrate the hair.

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

Elodie allevamento  AIBIR

Shop online

BIO COSMETICS
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VET LINE

Its formulation with a mix of natural ingredients from organic farming, Avena Sativa, Calendula, Aloe Vera, Chamomile, 
Betaine, Panthenol, help to counteract the excessive production of sebum , reduce redness by calming the itching and the 
sensation of heat, producing a soothing and soothing effect beneficial to the animal with their softening and moisturizing 
effect synergize the action of Avena Sativa completing its activity, strengthening the protection of the natural hydrolipidic 
film. Recommended for frequent use.

Thanks to the exclusive mix of natural extracts from organic farming present, constitute an exclusive and effective formu-
lation with its PH balanced and stabilized, can help the skin affected by dermatitis, mycosis and possible proliferation 
of microorganisms, to regain their functional balance. And an effective adjuvant to be used in combination with the  
I Care Derm Therapy Lotion in the intensive treatment phase, can help combat bacterial colonization. It protects the 
skin, helping to maintain the integrity of the skin barrier and microbial balance. Suitable for all dog and feline breeds.

I Care Derm Skin Shampoo eco bio certified Aiab and Vegan formulated for the cleansing of the 
hair and skin of dogs and cats with sensitive cuticles prone to redness caused by itchy dermatitis, 
food allergies.

I Care Shampoo Derm Therapy certified Aiab and Vegan Specific Shampoo for Irritated Cutis I 
has a protective action of the physiological functionality of the skin, ideal for cleansing the skin 
with the presence of bacteria, mycosis, dermatitis, mites and superficial abnormalities of the 
skin.

RECOMMENDED:

ADJUVANT:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute the shampoo 1/5 apply it on the dry coat possibly after brushing it, gently massage and distribute it over the entire 
hair, leave on 3/5 minutes and rinse. Repeat if necessary.

Dilute the shampoo 1/5 apply on the dry coat, massage gently until you have a homogeneous distribution of the 
shampoo, leave to act 3/5 minutes and rinse carefully, repeat the operation if necessary.

• For redness from itchy dermatitis.
• For sensitive skin.
• To soothe and refresh the skin.

• For irritated and red skin.
• For desquamation, dermatitis and mycosis.
• For dehydrated skin and with dandruff.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT27003

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93038

I CARE derm SKIN SHAMPOO

I CARE derm THERAPY SHAMPOO

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT27001

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93039

*from biological agriculture

Aloe Vera, Cornflower, Avena, Calendula, Chamomile and Mallow. 

Aloe Vera, Cornflower, Avena, Calendula, Chamomile and Mallow. 

NEW
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VET LINE

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

3,381 Fl.oz IT27002

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

6,762 Fl.oz IT27004

*from biological agriculture

NEW

I CARE derm SKIN SPRAY LOTION

I Care Derm Skin Lotion is a soothing of skin manifestations resulting from itching acts quickly and with a decisive action, 
purifies the skin in depth helping to counteract excessive flaking. The use of the lotion in combination with the shampoo 
I care derm Skin ensures maximum effectiveness of treatment, especially during periods of increased skin stress.

I Care Derm Skin Lotion eco certified bio with its mix of ingredients with natural extracts from 
organic farming Avena Sativa, Ribes Nigrum, Xanthium Sibiricum, lonicera Japonica.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Spray the product on the affected areas from a distance of 10 centimeters once a day. 

• For redness from itchy dermatitis.
• For sensitive skin.
• To soothe and refresh the skin.

Bitter Orange, Avena, Chamomile, Black Currant and Rice. 

I CARE derm THERAPY SPRAY LOTION

Rapid absorption spray for the intensive treatment of skin affected by mycosis, dermatitis, and related abnormalities, 
such as the possible proliferation of microorganisms. I Care Derm therapy Lotion certified Aiab and Vegan, with its inno-
vative formula composed of a mix of natural extracts from organic farming with soothing and sanitizing action, selected 
to help the epidermis to regain its functional balance by helping to combat dermatitis and fungal infections and their 
spread to the surrounding areas. The best result is obtained by using the product in combination with the I Care Derm 
Therapy Shampoo. In cases where the subject’s skin is particularly infected, it is possible to use the lotion more frequently 
without the need to do the shampoo first.

I Care Derm Therapy Intensive lotion With Zantalene adjuvant for the treatment of mycosis 
and dermatitis. 

ADJUVANT:

HOW TO USE:

Spray the product on the affected areas. 
Shake before using.

Zantalene, Damask Rose, Aloe Vera, Calendula, Chamomile, Cananga, Mallow and Lavender.

• For irritated and red skin.
• For desquamation, dermatitis and mycosis.
• For dehydrated skin and with dandruff.
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BIO COSMETICS



VET LINE
BERGANEEM SHAMPOO 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

6,76 Fl.oz. IT94006

3,38 Fl.oz. IT94007

1,32 Gal. IT95023

Together with other elements of biological agriculture such as melaleuca, tea tree, Lavandula, Mentha piperita, thyme 
and zinc which clean the oily and impure skin deeply and gently, the berganeem shampoo hydrates and creates an insect 
repellent action. The bergamot is a citrus fruit typically Italian, grown exclusively in Calabria with massive pharmacological 
properties such as antiseptic, anti-inflammatory and anti-bacterial. Among its many properties it is an excellent insect repel-
lent, an anti-stress and a deodorant par excell  ence. It has the power to neutralize strong odours and is perfect to freshen, 
soften and tone the skin. 

Moreover, the bergamot oil is effective against insects being a natural bactericide. It makes the berganeem shampoo un-
pleasant to insects but at the same time it is delicate for the skin and the hair of the animal. The Neem oil is a vegetal oil 
known all over the world for its extraordinary properties and for its multiple applications; in fact, it is able to contrast not 
only insects and parasites but also bacteria and fungus. The Neem oil as all the vegetal oils owns hydrating, softening, 
regenerating and restructuring properties for the hair. The exclusive matrix of Bergamot and Neem’s essential oils makes 
the product unpleasant to insects but also a perfect cleaner that respects the physiological pH gently. Zinc, the principal 
ingredient, relieves itching and the annoying skin irritations. It is recommended to use the shampoo at the beginning of 
the spring as prevention together with the berganeem spray lotion.

Berganeem shampoo comes from the perfect union between two natural biological elements 
of high quality: bergamot oil and neem oil which synergically create a “barrier effect” against 
parasites, mosquitoes, fleas, horseflies and ticks. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Berganeem shampoo 1/10, apply over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse. Then 
repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the first shampoo. For best results, it is 
recommended to use Berganeem spray. Dilute Berganeem shampoo 1/10, apply over the dry coat and wet slowly, leave on 
a couple of minutes and rinse. Then repeat the operation and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure product for the 
first shampoo. For best results, it is recommended to use Berganeem spray.

• For puppies, aged dogs and cats, pregnant animals or in contact with children.
• For the prevention, unpleasant to insects and parasites.
• As a natural protection – barrier effect for the summer period. 

*from biological agriculture

NATURAL 

PROTECTION 

BARRIER EFFECT 

UNPLEASANT  

TO INSECTS

NEW!
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BIO COSMETICS

BERGANEEM SPRAY LOTION 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

6,76 Fl.oz. IT94005

16,907 Fl.oz. IT94008

Together with other elements of biological agriculture such as melaleuca, tea tree, Lavandula, Mentha piperita, thyme and 
zinc which clean the oily and impure skin deeply and gently, the berganeem spray lotion hydrates and creates an insect 
repellent action.  The bergamot is a citrus fruit typically Italian, grown exclusively in Calabria with massive pharmacological 
properties such as antiseptic, anti-inflammatory and anti-bacterial. Among its many properties it is an excellent insect re-
pellent, an anti-stress and a deodorant par excellence. It has the power to neutralize strong odours and is perfect to freshen, 
soften and tone the skin. Moreover, the bergamot oil is effective against insects being a natural bactericide. It makes the 
berganeem lotion unpleasant to insects but at the same time it is delicate for the skin and the hair of the animal. The Neem 
oil is a vegetal oil known all over the world for its extraordinary properties and for its multiple applications; in fact, it is able 
to contrast not only insects and parasites but also bacteria and fungus. The Neem oil as all the vegetal oils owns hydrating, 
softening, regenerating and restructuring properties for the hair. The exclusive matrix of Bergamot and Neem’s essential 
oils creates a natural “barrier effect” making the product unpleasant to insects but with a fruity and citrus fragrance. It is 
recommended to use the spray lotion at the beginning of the spring as prevention together with the berganeem shampoo.

Berganeem Spray Lotion cames from the perfect combination between two natural biological 
elements of high quality: bergamot oil and neem oil which synergically create a “barrier effect” 
against parasites, mosquitoes, fleas, horseflies and ticks. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Summer period treatment: spray uniformly on the hair of the animal every 2–3 days a week ensuring that the product ar-
rives to the hair of the treated animal. Maintenance and prevention treatment: spray the product on the hair of the animal 
every 10 days according to seasonal needs. For best results, it is recommended to use Berganeem shampoo.

• For puppies, aged dogs and cats, pregnant animals or in contact with children.
• For the prevention, unpleasant to insects and parasites.
• As a natural protection – barrier effect for the summer period. 

NEEM 
Vegetable oil able to remove  

insects and parasites and  
counteract fungi  

and bacteria.

BERGAMOT 
Typical Calabrian citrus  
with fragrant repellent  

properties.

*from biological agriculture
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LINEA VET
EARS VET OTOLOGICAL CLEANING DROPS

EYES VET OCULAR CLEANING DROPS

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

0,0132 Fl.oz. IT26010

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26011

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

0,0132 Fl.oz. IT26008

33,81 Fl.oz. IT26009

The natural properties of the essential oils and the properties of the Neem oil are at the basis of the soothing and deconge-
stant action of the ear. The constant use of the Ears Vet Solution allows the gentle melting of cerumen excesses, keeps away 
parasites and contrasts redness due to external agents. It is analgesic, anti-septic, antibacterial and purifying against the 
formation of unpleasant odours. It is suitable for the maintenance of the ear cleaning of dogs and cats. It is recommended 
for puppies.

Ideal for the removal of eye secretions, it has a soothing, hydrating, decongestant and lenitive action thanks to the natural 
ingredients from biological agriculture. It gently facilitates the removal of scabs and dry mucus which accumulates in the 
periocular area in cases of tearing. It is a valid refreshing cleanser to be used during pharmacological treatments and to 
remove hair after shearing and grooming. It prevents redness caused by external agents and it is an excellent decongestant, 
lenitive and natural soothing for eyes. 

EARS VET drops are an otological solution for the cleaning of the auricle for dogs and cats, designed 
with ingredients from biological agriculture: Lavander, Thyme, Lemongrass, Eucalyptus, Geranium.  

Eyes Vet Drops has been designed for the hygiene of the periocular area around  
the eye for dogs and cats. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Wet a cotton pad with Ears Vet drops and gently cleanse the auricle. Repeat the treatment 2 or 3 times a week. 

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For puppies.
• For melting cerumen excesses.

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Wet a cotton pad with Eyes Vet drops and gently cleanse the periocular area removing scabs and mucus. Repeat the treat-
ment 2 or 3 times a week. 

• For all dog and feline breeds.
• For puppies.
• To cleanse and decongest.
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COSMETICI 100% NATURALIBIO COSMETICS

Powder Ears Strip is a fine and impalpable powder specifically designed to remove with extreme simplicity the hair that 
grow in the auricle of the dog. Very useful for stripping treatment, especially for the most difficult areas such as ears, cheeks 
and back areas of the dog. Its composition with aloe vera makes the powder soothing, healing, astringent, purifying and 
antibacterial. Boric acid is antiseptic and antibacterial for the disinfection of skin areas irritated by the stripping; it helps in 
the prevention of possible infections and accumulations of mites.

Powder Ears Strip is a professional powder made with Aloe Vera and Boric Acid from biological 
agriculture. 

POWDER EARS STRIP 

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

0,88 Oz. IT26012

PURIFYING AND 
ANTIBACTERIAL

*from biological agriculture

Shop online

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Apply the powder inside the auricle, leave on a couple of minutes and proceed with the removal of the hair. Apply the 
product on the area that has to be stripped and proceed with the stripping. 

• For all dog and feline breeds which need stripping.
• To remove hair from ears, cheeks and back areas.
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WHITENING
Hyper white method

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25019

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93000

1,32 Gal. IT95017

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25020

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93010

HYPER WHITE MASK HYPER WHITENING

HYPER WHITE SHAMPOO HYPER WHITENING

WITH  

AMINO ACIDS

WITH  

AMINO ACIDS

Its exclusive formulation with natural extracts, proteins and amino acids allows the product to restore and equilibrate the 
natural colour of the hair. The amino acids recompact and redefine the fibres of the coat with a regenerating effect giving 
structure, vitality and brightness. It helps to eliminate yellow spots and halos of the hair without damaging the structure. It 
can also be used to whiten the eye contour being a natural formulation. The continued use keeps the coat white and shining 
for a long time and prevents the yellowing.

Hyper white shampoo hyper whitening, professional and of high quality with natural extracts, 
amino acids and proteins is specific for white coats of dogs and cats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute Hyper white shampoo 1/10 in warm water and distribute it over the coat with dry hair. Gently massage and comb 
the coat to allow the product to be absorbed, leave on a couple of minutes and rinse thoroughly. If necessary, use the pure 
product for the first shampoo. For best results, it is recommended to use the complete method: hyper white mask and 
hyper white bar of soap.

• For all dog and feline breeds with white coat.
• To eliminate yellow spots and halos of the eye contour and of the hair.
• To nourish, restore, revitalize and light up the hair. 
• For the following dog breeds: Bolognese, Bichon Frisé, Maltese, West Highland white terrier, Pomerania, Volpino,  
   Coton de Tulèar etc...

Its exclusive formulation applied after the Hyper white shampoo creates a unique synergy. The ingredients of biological 
agriculture keep the hair white, give body and manageability to comb and restore the hair giving softness and brightness.

Hyper white mask hyper whitening, professional and of high quality with natural extracts, amino 
acids and proteins is specific for white coats of dogs and cats.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:
Dilute Hyper White mask 1:30, apply it over the coat and gently massage, leave on for 10/15 minutes, then rinse thorou-
ghly till the complete removal and proceed with drying. For best results, it is recommended to use the complete method: 
Hyper white shampoo and Hyper white bar of soap.

• For all dog and feline breeds with white coat.
• To eliminate yellow spots and halos of the hair.
• To nourish, revitalize and light up the hair. 
• For the following dog breeds: Bolognese, Bichon Frisé, Maltese, West Highland white terrier, Pomerania, Volpino,  
   Coton de Tulèar etc...

NEW!
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BIO COSMETICS

*from biological agriculture

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Use on the spots of the coat with dry hair, moisten the soap and apply it where is needed to whiten, leave on 5 minutes, 
then rinse and proceed with the hyper white shampoo and mask whitening treatment.

• For all dog and feline breeds with white coat.
• To eliminate yellow spots and halos of the hair, of the eye contour and also of intimate yellowed parts.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

2,64 Oz. IT25022

HYPER WHITE  VEGETAL BAR

HYPER  
WHITENING

Hyper white vegetal bar of soap hyper whitening, professional and of high quality formulated with natural raw materials is 
specific for white coats of dogs and cats.

Shop online

WITH  

AMINO ACIDS
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FINISHING

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25024

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25023

FIXATIVE TOUCH FIXATIVE FOR HAIR

VOLUMIX VOLUMIZING FOR THE HAIR

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

Fixative Touch extra strong is a shaping spray of new generation enriched with natural extracts, coconut and passionflower, 
suitable for all types of hair and breeds. It is designed to fix and volumize, ideal as support for scissors cutting and finishing.
It acts on the structure of the hair stabilizing the scissors cuts with a slight fixation of the hair, without gluing it and allowing 
easy combing.

Volumix Touch static control is a volumizing spray made with vegetable proteins, flax seeds and sweet almond from 
biological agriculture, designed for dogs and cats with clean coats; it nourishes and makes the hair soft giving it volume.
Vegetable proteins are excellent cosmetic actives for the hair, strengthen and give volume, making the coat smooth and 
brilliant. Flax seeds hydrate and nourish the dry, frizz and damaged coat helping to shape the styling.  Sweet almond 
have a detangling and smoothing action fighting against the frizz effect of the curly and rebellious hair, anti-oxidant with 
vitamin E – A – D.

Fixative Touch Spray is a professional shaping product made with coconut  
and passionflower from biological agriculture.

Volumix Touch-Static Control Spray is a professional volumizing product made with vegetable 
proteins, flax seeds and sweet almond from biological agriculture.

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Spray evenly on clean and dry coat when cutting.

Spray generously on the clean and dry coat of dogs and cats, allow it to evaporate and comb the hair. Volumix touch static 
control strengthens the effects of the texture after using Volumix Shampoo and Volumix Mask making the volume effect 
las longer. 

• At the end of the grooming to fix the hair.
• Highly performing to fix the hair during cutting.

• At the end of the grooming to give a volumizing effect.
• Before a show for a perfect presentation, highly performing, it adds the final touch before the evaluation.
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GIPSY  POLISHING CONDITIONER

*from biological agriculture

Lemon lipoic extract polishes, conditions and nourishes all types of hair, makes the hair soft giving brilliance to the coat 
and brightening the colour. Sunflower oil gives softness and shine to the coat, making it brilliant and smooth without frizz 
effect; moreover, it hydrates and protects the hair from pollution and sun. Gipsy is an excellent spray finish for dogs and cats 
with short and long hair; it polishes, restores, makes shine and revitalizes all types of coats and breeds. It does not grease 
and does not stain the coat.   

Gipsy Polishing Spray is a conditioner with a strong antistatic power, an extra polishing of the 
hair with lemon lipoic extract from biological agriculture and essential oil of sunflower rich in 
Vitamin E and K. 

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Spray evenly on clean and dry coat or during drying and comb to distribute the product over the entire length of the hair. 
Gipsy, when used in wet hair reduces drying times.

• For all dog and feline breeds as a finish. 
• For frizzy and dry coats. 
• To polish, restructure, fight frizz effect and revitalize the hair.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25012

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93015

FLAX SEEDS 
Flaxseed oil, applied to 

the skin has moisturizing 
properties and gives 

elasticity and resistance  
to tissues.

SWEET  
ALMOND 

With emollient properties, prevents 
dehydration of the hair, revitalizes 

and restores strength and brightness.
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Bio color special poodles line
MÀKARI

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25027

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93030
*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

BROWN COLOR LINE SHAMPOO

Màkari Bio Color Brown Shampoo is conceived to enhance the beauty of brown coats, a highly professional product designed to 
give back to brown and chocolate coats their natural color, innovative because it brings the coat back to the original color penetra-
ting deep into the hair structure. Its organic formulation with Chamomile, Lavender, Rosemary and Cananga oil gives splendor to 
the mantle, Nourishes, Hydrates, Restructures and gives Body and Volume to the mantle of the Poodles. The Cananga Oil elimina-
tes frizz giving strength and brightness to the arid and discolored coats making them more full-bodied and silky highlighting the 
natural reflections. Rosemary Oil has a purifying action on the skin and restructuring on the lengths. Chamomile, with soothing 
properties, makes it a regenerating and relaxing shampoo. Màkari Bio Color Brown Shampoo combines in a single product a 
gentle cleansing biological shampoo to a revolutionary natural coloring treatment.

Màkari Bio Color Brown Mask is a highly professional biological product, designed to regenerate and enhance the beauty of brown 
and chocolate coats, innovative because it brings the mantle to the original color penetrating deep into the hair structure. It revi-
ves, tones, gives brightness, brilliance and intensity of color to the coat. Its special formulation is rich in biological plant extracts: 
damask rose, excellent purifying and moisturizing; calendula, soothing and refreshing; rosehip, moisturizing and elasticizing; 
poppy, high antioxidant power, along with vitamin E give hydration and shine to dry, damaged and exploited coats. Màkari Bio 
Color Brown Mask has a high conditioning, restructuring, protective and highlighter power. Within the formula are present thin 
pigments that guarantee the complete saturation of hair color giving a uniform, deep and intense highlight. It enhances the color 
of the coat effectively in brown and chocolate tones.

CHAMOMILE, LAVENDER, ROSEMARY, CANANGA  

CALENDULA, POPPY, ROSEHIP, DAMASK ROSE

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

It is recommended to do the pre-shampoo to prepare the hair for the treatment Màkari Bio Color. Dilute the shampoo Makàri 
Bio Color Brown 1/5 and apply on wet coat, massage gently to facilitate the absorption of the product, leave on 5/10 minutes 
and rinse thoroughly. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari Bio Color Brown mask. During the use of 
the product it is recommended to use gloves.

Dilute the Màkari Bio Color Brown mask 1/30 and apply evenly over the entire length of the wet coat, massage gently to facilitate 
the absorption of the product, leave on 10/15 minutes and rinse. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari 
Bio Color Brown shampoo. During the use of the product it is recommended to use gloves.

• To enrich the coats with shades of brown.
•  For damaged and discoloured hair.
•  To revive the intensity and shine of the coat

• For exploited, damaged and discolored coats.
• To restore hydration and shine.

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25031

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93033

BROWN COLOR LINE MASK

NEW
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THE SPECIFIC BIOLOGICAL LINE FOR 

RED, BLACK AND BROWN POODLES.
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MÀKARI
Bio color special poodles line

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

BLACK COLOR LINE SHAMPOO

Màkari Bio Color Black Shampoo is conceived to enhance the beauty of black coats, a highly professional product designed to give 
back to black coats their natural color, innovative because it brings the coat back to the original color penetrating deep into the hair 
structure. Its organic formulation with Chamomile, Lavender, Rosemary and Cananga oil, gives splendor to the mantle, Nourishes, 
Hydrates, Restructures and gives Body and Volume to the mantle of the Poddles. The Cananga Oil eliminates frizz giving strength 
and brightness to the arid and discolored coats making them more full-bodied and silky highlighting the natural reflections. 
Rosemary Oil has a purifying action on the skin and restructuring on the lengths. Chamomile, with soothing properties, makes it a 
regenerating and relaxing shampoo. Màkari Bio Color Black Shampoo combines in a single product a gentle cleansing biological 
shampoo to a revolutionary natural coloring treatment. It enhances the color of the coat effectively in shades of black.

Màkari Bio Color Black Mask is a highly professional biological product, designed to regenerate and enhance the beauty of black 
coats, innovative because it brings the mantle to the original color penetrating deep into the hair structure. It revives, tones, gives 
brightness, brilliance and intensity of color to the coat. Its special formulation is rich in biological extracts plant; blueberry, revi-
talizing and antioxidant; Rubus fruticosus, purifying and refreshing; lavender, balancing and soothing, along with vitamin E give 
moisturizing and shine to dry, damaged and exploited coats. Màkari bio Color Black Mask has a high balancing power of sebum, 
restructuring, protective and highlighting. Within the formula are present thin pigments that guarantee the complete saturation 
of hair color giving a uniform, deep and intense highlight. It enhances the color of the coat effectively in shades of black.

CHAMOMILE, LAVENDER, ROSEMARY, CANANGA  

LAVENDER, BLUEBERRY, RUBUS FRUTICOSUS

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

It is recommended to do the pre-shampoo to prepare the hair for the treatment Màkari Bio Color. Dilute the shampoo Makàri 
Bio Color Black 1/5 and apply on the wet coat, massage gently to facilitate the absorption of the product, leave on 5/10 minutes 
and rinse thoroughly. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari Bio Color Black mask. During the use of 
the product it is recommended to use gloves.

Dilute the Màkari Bio Color Black mask 1/30 and apply evenly over the entire length of the wet coat, massage gently to facilitate 
the absorption of the product, leave on 10/15 minutes and rinse. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari 
Bio Color Black shampoo. During the use of the product it is recommended to use gloves.

• To enrich the coats with natural shades of black. 
• For damaged and discolored hair. 
• To revive the brightness and shine of the coat

• For exploited, damaged and discolored coats.
• To restore hydration and shine.

BLACK COLOR LINE MASK

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25032

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93035

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25028

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93031

NEW
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CHAMOMILE, LAVENDER, 
ROSEMARY, 
CANANGA

Shampoo with: 

LAVENDER, BLUEBERRY, 
RUBUS FRUTICOSUS   

Black mask with: 

SPECIAL POODLE

COLOR LINE

COLOR LINE
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MÀKARI

LINEA COLOR

Bio color special poodles line

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

RED COLOR LINE SHAMPO

Màkari Bio Color Red Shampoo is conceived to enhance the beauty of red coats, a highly professional product designed to give 
back to red coats their natural color, innovative because it brings the coat back to the original color penetrating deep into the hair 
structure. Its biological formulation with Chamomile, Lavender, Rosemary and Cananga oil, gives splendor to the mantle, Nouri-
shes, Hydrates, Restructures and gives Body and Volume to the mantle of the Poodles. Cananga Oil eliminates frizz giving strength 
and brightness to dry and discolored coats making them more full-bodied and silky highlighting the natural reflections. The Oil of 
Rosemary plays a purifying action on the skin and restructuring on the lengths. The Chamomile, with soothing properties, makes it 
a regenerating and relaxing shampoo. Màkari Bio Color Red Shampoo combines in a single product a gentle cleansing biological 
shampoo to a revolutionary natural coloring treatment. It enhances the color of the coat effectively in shades of red.

Màkari Bio Color Red Mask is a highly professional biological product, designed to regenerate and enhance the beauty of red 
coats, innovative because it brings the mantle to the original color penetrating deep into the hair structure. It revives, tones, gives 
brightness, brilliance and intensity of color to the coat. Its special formulation is rich in biological plant extracts: Lawsonia inermis, 
100% vegetable, enhances the coloring of the pigment; calendula, soothing and refreshing; lavender, rebalancing and soothing; 
poppy, high antioxidant power, together with vitamin E give moisturizing and shine to dry, damaged and exploited coats. Màkari 
Bio Color Red Mask has a high balancing power of sebum, restructuring, protective and highlighting. Within the formula are pre-
sent thin pigments that guarantee the complete saturation of hair color giving a uniform, deep and intense highlight. It enhances 
the color of the coat effectively in shades of red.

CHAMOMILE, LAVENDER, ROSEMARY, CANANGA

CALENDULA, POPPY, LAVANDULA, LAWSONIA INERMIS

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

It is recommended to do the pre-shampoo to prepare the hair for the treatment Màkari Bio Color. Dilute the shampoo Makàri 
Bio Color Red 1/5 and apply on the wet coat, massage gently to facilitate the absorption of the product, leave on 5/10 minutes 
and rinse thoroughly. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari Bio Color Red mask. During the use of the 
product it is recommended to use gloves.

Dilute the Màkari Bio Color Red mask 1/30 and apply evenly over the entire length of the wet coat, massage gently to facilitate 
the absorption of the product, leave on 10/15 minutes and rinse. For an even more effective result we recommend using Màkari 
Bio Color Red shampoo. During the use of the product it is recommended to use gloves.

• To give back to red coats their natural color. 
• For damaged and discolored hair. 
• To revive the brightness and shine of the coat.

• For exploited, damaged and discolored coats. 
• To restore hydration and shine.

RED COLOR LINE MASK

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25029

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93032

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25030

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93034

NEW
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CALENDULA, POPPY, 
LAVANDULA, LAWSONIA 

INERMIS

Mask with: 

COLOR LINE

SPECIAL POODLE
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BIO PRO
Restructuring line with vegetable keratin

 SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25033

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93036

1,32 Gal. IT95021

SIZES PRODUCT CODE 

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25034

33,81 Fl.oz. IT93037

1,32 Gal. IT95022

BIO PRO MASK

BIO PRO SHAMPOO

*from biological agriculture

*from biological agriculture

It has a repairing and hydrating action, giving the coat a healthier and brighter look, gives support and strengthens the 
coats making them stronger and full-bodied. Wheat Proteins or Phyto - Organic Keratin are the 100% Biological vegetable 
substitute of Keratin of animal origin, the perfect ingredient that acts on the sectors where the fiber is damaged by impro-
ving the consistency of the coat. Soy Protein has a high content of proteins, lipids and the vitamin E is a cure-all for stressed 
coats that need maintenance; the hair will be brighter and softer. Great for all long haired breeds.

It has antistatic properties with strengthening and moisturizing effect, based on vegetable proteins, wheat proteins 
(Phyto-keratin Organic) and soy proteins. Wheat Proteins or Phyto - Biological Keratin are the 100% biological vegetable 
substitute of Keratin of animal origin, the perfect ingredient that acts on the sectors where the fiber is damaged improving 
the consistency of the coat. It also has a repairing and moisturizing action. Soy Protein has a strong content of Protein, Lipids 
and the Vitamin E is a cure-all for stressed coats that need maintenance; the hair will be brighter and softer. Bio-Pro Phyto 
Keratin Organic shampoo repairs overly damaged coats, enhances the elasticity and the resistance of the hair, rebuilds the 
stem and promotes styling. Excellent for all curly and long haired breeds.

Bio-Pro Phyto keratin mask is a highly professional BIO-VEGAN certified product designed for 
poodles, restructuring, repairing, performing, anti-frizz, smoothing, dermatologically safe and 
of plant origin, with wheat protein (Phyto-keratin Organic) and soy protein.

Bio-Pro Phyto keratin shampoo is a highly professional BIO-VEGAN certified product designed 
for Poodles, restructuring, repairing, performing, anti-frizz, smoothing, gentle cleansing, 
dermatologically safe and of plant origin.

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

HOW TO USE:

Dilute the mask Bio-Pro Phyto Keratin 1/30 and apply on the coat, massage gently, leave on 10/15 minutes and rinse. For an 
even more effective result we recommend using Bio-Pro Phyto keratin shampoo and Bio-Pro Phyto Keratin spray sprayed on 
the coat during drying.

Dilute the shampoo Bio-Pro Phyto Keratin 1/20 and apply on the dry coat, massage gently, rinse and repeat if necessary. 
For an even more effective result, we recommend using Bio-Pro Phyto Keratin Mask and Bio-Pro Phyto Keratin spray 
vaporized on the coat during drying.

• Designed for poodle breed and for all breeds with types of hair to be restored and nourished. 
• Ideal for preparing the mantle of poodles for cuts and beauty shows. 
• Repairs excessively damaged cloaks. 
• Poodles, Bichon Frisè, Bobtail.

• Designed for poodle breed and for all breeds with types of hair to be restored and nourished. 
• Ideal for preparing the coat of poodles for cuts and beauty shows. 
• Repairs excessively damaged coats. 
• Poodles, Bichon Frisè, Bobtail

NEW



SPECIAL POODLES

SIZE PRODUCT CODE

8,45 Fl.oz. IT25025

*from biological agriculture

BIO PRO SPRAY

Wheat proteins or Phyto-Keratin are the 100% plant substitute of keratin of animal origin, have a moisturizing and nou-
rishing action, in particular they are excellent conditioning for the hair. Soy proteins, on the other hand, are the perfect 
ingredient to improve the consistency, hydration and shine of the damaged coat, improving its strength and consistency. 
Soy also has a high content of proteins, lipids, rich in vitamin E it is a cure-all for stressed coats that need maintenance. The 
Bio-Pro Phyto-Keratin is recommended for compresses and preparation of packages for expo and show dogs in long-haired 
breeds that will benefit from it; suitable for the recovery and daily maintenance of the most demanding and stressed coats.

The Bio-Pro Phyto-Keratin spray is a certified product BIO-VEGAN highly restructuring and 
performing based on vegetable proteins, wheat proteins and soya proteins. The combination 
of Proteins form a serum that strengthens the internal structure of the hair by sealing the 
cuticles.

RECOMMENDED:

HOW TO USE:

Spray evenly on the wet coat and proceed with drying. For an even more effective result we recommend using Bio-Pro 
Phyto-Keratin shampoo and Bio-Pro Phyto-Keratin mask.

• For all dog and feline breeds as a finish. 
• For frizzy and dry coats. 
• To polish, restructure, combat frizz and revitalize hair.
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SINGLE DOSE
Single dose products for self-service

SIZES PRODUCT CODE

0,006 Fl.oz. IT30000

SIZES PRODUCT CODE

0,006 Fl.oz. IT30001

BIOSILK MASK BIOSILK SHAMPOO

*from biological agriculture*from biological agriculture

NEW



OUR SIZES

BIO COSMETICS
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

The new Brand Glamour Italian style, professional scissors of the highest quality, has been designed to 
bring a breath of novelty, elegance, innovation, and professionalism to the world of grooming. The scissors 
are of high quality with exceptional cut: performing, light comfortable, flowing smoothly and fashion design 
Made in Italy. 
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STRAIGHT SCISSORS: light, performing, perfect finish, excellent for any type of hair.

CURVED LIGHT SCISSORS, handy suitable for all breeds that need roundness because it has a 
curvature designed to work on small and large sizes. It guarantees excellent finishes.

SUPER CURVED SCISSORS robust that allows you to obtain the maximum technique in the 
most comfortable position, thanks to the super curvature designed to work on small and large 
sizes suitable for all body roundness, rib and head. It guarantees excellent finish.

NARROW TOOTHED SCISSORS light, handy, performing for straight hair, ideal for obtaining 
a natural result even in presence of large quantities of hair realizing any degradation of cut on 
any type of hair.

CHUNKER SCISSORS robust but comfortable light, excellent for hard and curly hair. Suitable 
for finishing work or for effortlessly thinning off curly hair but also on dogs with less abundant 
and fluffy hair.

WIDE TOOTHED SCISSORS incredible stability and smoothness ensures effortless cutting. It 
can be used both on straight and curly hair, can be used both for thinning and for finishing 
and smoothing of hair. Fluid flow, maximum comfort, precision and lightness in a single brand 
Made in Italy… Glamour Italy Style.
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STRAIGHT SCISSOR 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT99004 Straight steel scissor 7,5’ 19 cm

IT99038 Straight steel scissor 8”5 24 cm

IT99040 Straight steel scissor 9” 25 cm

THINNING SCISSOR STRAIGHT BLADE NARROW-TOOTHED 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99002 Thinning Scissor Straight 
Blade Narrow-Toothed 7’ 20,5 cm 52
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

THINNING SCISSOR STRAIGHT BLADE WIDE-TOOTHED 
SIMONA CHELLI  | Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99048
Thinning Scissor Straight 

Blade Wide-Toothed 
without V tooth 

7’ 20 cm 44

COLOURS:

THINNING SCISSOR STRAIGHT BLADE NARROW-TOOTHED 
Japanese steel 440c 

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99064

Golden thinning Scissor 
Straight Blade  

Narrow-Toothed with 
V tooth

7,5’ 21 cm 58

IT99065

Blue titanium thinning 
Scissor Straight Blade 
Narrow-Toothed with 

V tooth

7,5’ 21 cm 58
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COLOURS:

CHUNKER THINNING SCISSOR STRAIGHT  
BLADE WIDE-TOOTHED  | Japanese Steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99054
Golden Thinning Scissor 

Straight Blade  
Wide-Toothed

7,5’ 20,5 cm 1 8

IT99055
Blue titanium Thinning 
Scissor Straight Blade 

Wide-Toothed
7,5’ 20,5 cm 18

CURVED BLADE SCISSOR 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT99003 Curved steel scissor 7,5’ 21,5 cm

IT99039 Curved steel scissor 8”5 21,5 cm
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

ASIAN STYLE SUPER CURVED SCISSOR 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT99051 Asian Style pink super 
curved scissor     6’ 15 cm

CHUNKER THINNING SCISSOR CURVED BLADE 
WIDE-TOOTHED  | Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99056
Blue titanium Chunker 

Thinning Scissor Curved 
Blade Wide-Toothed

7,5’ 20,5 cm 18

IT99057
Golden Chunker Thinning 

Scissor Curved Blade 
Wide-Toothed

7,5’ 20,5 cm 18

COLOURS:
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THINNING TOOTHED SCISSOR CURVED BLADE  
Japanese steel 440c

THINNING TOOTHED SCISSOR CURVED BLADE  
FOR LEFT-HANDERS  | Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99046
Golden Thinning 

Toothed Scissor Curved 
Blade with V tooth

7,5’ 20,5 cm 66

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT99082

Golden Thinning 
Toothed Scissor Curved 
Blade with V tooth for 

left-handers

7,5’ 21 cm 40

LEFT-HANDED 
SCISSORS HANDLE
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

ASIAN STYLE RED CURVED SCISSOR  
FOR LEFT-HANDERS  | Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT99083 Asian Style red curved 
scissor for left-handers 6,5’ 15 cm

LEFT-HANDED 
SCISSORS HANDLE
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

SCISSOR THANOS CHUNKER STRAIGHT TOOTHED BLADE 
Japanese steel 440c

CISSOR BLACK WIDOW CURVED TOOTHED BLADE 7,5” 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT10001 Scissor Thanos chunker 
straight toothed blade 8’ 22 cm 72

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT10000 Scissor black widow 
curved toothed blade 7,5’ 21 cm ?????
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SCISSOR SPIDERMAN SUPER CURVED 40%  
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT10003 Scissor Spiderman 7,5” 
super curved 40% 7,5’ 20 cm

IT10006 Scissor Spiderman 6,5” 
super curved 40%  6,5’ 17,5 cm

SCISSOR SPIDY STRAIGHT TOOTHED BLADE  
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT10002 Scissor Spidy straight 
toothed blade 6,5’ 17,5 cm 30

IT10007 Scissor Spidy straight 
toothed blade 7,5’ 21 cm 39
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

SCISSOR FENIX CHUNKER CURVED TOOTHED BLADE   
Japanese steel 440c

SCISSOR ULTRON CHUNKER DOUBLE TOOTHED  
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT10005 Scissor Fenix chunker 
curved toothed blade 6,5’ 19,5 cm 18

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT10004 Scissor Ultron chunker 
double toothed 7’ 20 cm 19 
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ASIAN STYLE GOLD CURVED SCISSORS   
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT10019 Asian style gold curved 
scissors 7,5’ 20 cm

SCISSORS ATLANTE TOOTHED STRAIGHT    
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT100014 Scissors Atlante toothed 
straight 6’ 17 cm 27
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

ASIAN STYLE BLUE CURVED SCISSORS  
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT10020 Asian style blue curved 
scissors 7,5’ 20 cm

ASIAN STYLE PINK CURVED SCISSORS   
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT10018 Asian style pink curved 
scissors 7,5’ 20,5 cm
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SCISSOR STRAIGHT TOOTH HAND LEFT 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT11002 Scissor straight toothed 
hand left 7’ 19,c cm 50

LEFT-HANDED 
SCISSORS HANDLE

LEFT-HANDED 
SCISSORS HANDLE

SCISSOR STRAIGHT  
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH

IT11003 Scissor straight  
hand left 7’ 19,5 cm
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PROFESSIONAL SCISSORS FOR GROOMERS

SCISSOR CHUNKER STRAIGHT  7” 
Japanese steel 440c

CODE MODEL INCH LENGTH TOOTHED

IT11001 Scissor chunker straight 
toothed hand left 7’ 18,5 cm 18

LEFT-HANDED 
SCISSORS HANDLE
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The Tecno-grooming Fashion Style shirts have been designed to best 
meet the needs of professionals in the field of Grooming. The technical 
fabrics of the latest generation make the jackets light, breathable but at 
the same time resistant and easy to wash, dry quickly. The technical fabrics 
avoid the sticking of the hair, giving an exceptional comfort to the wearer. 
A professional product of high quality exclusively Made in Italy production 
with attention to every detail, from Fashion Design to the chosen fabrics 
and precise finishes but above all in the choice of the various innovative 
technologies.

Style and innovation winning combination of the brand Tecno grooming 
100% Made in Italy.

Professional Shirts 

Technical and  
breathable fabrics
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Is the water-repellent technology: 
totally fluorine free and without che-
mical components, it is completely su-
stainable thanks to the plant-based te-
chnology, the so-called C0 Fluoro Free.

this technology, which uses accelera-
ted biodegradability yarns, is propo-
sed as a valid answer to the end-of-life 
theme of textile products.

BIOBACK LOW IMPACT 
TECHNOLOGY

Resolution technology: is a cutting-e-
dge technology in the preparation of 
fabrics for sublimation printing.

HIGH – RESOLUTION 
TECHNOLOGY:

Is the combination of excellent stretch 
and elastic recovery of the fabric, a 
well-balanced percentage of elasto-
mer and a pleasant feeling to the tou-
ch, gives elasticity, easy compression 
and quick drying.

FORCE SHAPEWEAR  
TECHNOLOGY

Shop Online

the key point of this technology is the 
structure of the fabrics, snag resistant 
with high abrasion resistance and 
excellent elasticity.

POWER PERFORMANCE 
TECHNOLOGY: 

DWR M

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
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NEW

BLUE BUBBLES WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT 

FUXIA BUBBLES WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70095 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XS

IT70096 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck S

IT70097 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck M

IT70098 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck L

IT70099 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70100 Blue Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXL

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70107 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XS

IT70108 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck S

IT70109 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck M

IT70110 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck L

IT70111 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70112 Fuxia Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXL
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CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70113 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XS

IT70114 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck S

IT70115 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck M

IT70116 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck L

IT70117 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70118 Red Bubbles Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXL

RED BUBBLES WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT

POODLE WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70042 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked XS

IT70043 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked S

IT70044 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked M

IT70045 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked L

IT70046 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked XL

IT70066 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked XXL

IT70067 Poodle Woman Groomer Shirt Round-Necked XXXL

TECHNICAL CLOTHING
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I LOVE BLUE WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70125 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XS

IT70126 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck S

IT70127 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck M

IT70128 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck L

IT70129 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70130 I Love Blue Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXL

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70131 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked S

IT70132 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked M

IT70133 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked L

IT70134 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked XL

IT70135 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked XXL

IT70136 I Love Bluette Unisex Groomer Shirt 
Round-Necked XXXL

I LOVE BLUETTE UNISEX GROOMER SHIRT

NEW
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CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70119 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XS

IT70120 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck S

IT70121 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck M

IT70122 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck L

IT70123 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70124 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXL

IT70138 I Love Cyclamen Woman Groomer Shirt V-Neck XXXL

I LOVE CYCLAMEN WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT

POODLE WOMAN GROOMER SHIRT-RED COLOUR
CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70058 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck XS

IT70059 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck S

IT70060 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck M

IT70061 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck L

IT70062 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck XL

IT70063 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck XXL

IT70064 Red Bubbles poodle with glasses Woman Groomer Shirt V-neck XXXL

TECHNICAL CLOTHING
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BLUE/BLACK UNISEX GROOMER SHIRT

RED/BLACK UNISEX  GROOMER SHIRT

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70089 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked S

IT70090 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked M

IT7091 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked L

IT70092 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XL

IT70093 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XXL

IT70094 Red/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XXXL

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70106 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked S

IT70101 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked M

IT70102 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked L

IT70103 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XL

IT70104 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XXL

IT70105 Blue/Black Unisex Groomer  
Shirt Round-Necked XXXL

NEW



PAINTED POODLE VIOLET  WOMAN SHIRT

PAINTED POODLE BLACK UNISEX SHIRT

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70145 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck S

IT70146 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck M

IT70147 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck L

IT70148 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck XL

IT70149 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck XXL

IT70150 Painted Poodle Violet Woman Shirt V-Neck XXXL

CODE MODEL SIZE

IT70139 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  S

IT70140 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  M

IT70141 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  L

IT70142 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  XL

IT70143 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  XXL

IT70144 Painted Poodle Black Unisex Shirt V-Neck  XXXL

TECHNICAL CLOTHING
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Woman sizes table

Unisex sizes table

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

SHOULDER LENGTH 63 65 67 69 71 74 76 78

CHEST 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

SHOULDERS 44 45 46 47 48 49 51 52

SLEEVE LENGTH 23 24 25 26 26 27 27 28

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

SHOULDER LENGTH 61 63 65 67 69 71 74 76

CHEST 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

SHOULDERS 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50

SLEEVE LENGTH 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 27

WAIST 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55

NEW

A
B

C

D

E

ATTENTION: THE MEASUREMENTS OF ALL SIZES HAVE MORE OR LESS A TOLERANCE OF 2 CM
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TECHNICAL CLOTHING
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TECNO-GROOMING SLICKER BRUSH

Tecno-Grooming 
Aries Slicker 
brush is a 
professional brush 
designed to meet 
every need, with 
carefully selected 
materials.
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TECNO-GROOMING ARIES SLICKER BRUSH  
FOR PROFESSIONAL GROOMERS   

CODE MODEL

IT40001 Large professional red slicker brush

IT40000 Large professional black slicker brush

TECNO-GROOMING

Suitable for any type of hair and for each breed, EXCELLENT to un-
tangle, iron and volumize the hair. It has an ultra-soft bearing to be 
gentle on the skin and not break the hair. It also has high-quality steel 
teeth that don’t ruin the cape. The teeth are made in such a way as 
not to scratch the skin and does not damage the hair; the use of this 
special slicker brush will allow you to do the work in half time.

The anatomical shape of the handle is designed not to strain the 
wrist; for this reason, Tecno-Grooming Aries slicker brushes are mainly 
used by professional groomers.

They are ergonomic and designed for: 
•  All types of hair and breed; 
•  Dogs and cats of all sizes; 
•  Ideal for undercoat and thick brushing.

Great for 
•  Fluffy, woolly and long hair; 
•  Curly, cottoned and with thick undercoats; 
•  Thick coats for working to the root.
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TABLES AND TANKS 
FOR GROOMING
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TABLES AND TANKS

ELECTRIC TABLE  
FOR GROOMING 

ELECTRIC TANK  
FOR GROOMING   

• High quality electric table with worktop 100x 60 cm, top in sturdy 
wood covered in gray rubber diamond plate.

• Danish electric actuator to lift the worktop.

• Foot or hand control.

• Bar supplied.

• The table is equipped with a manual switch with magnet but also 
with a foot switch.

• Braking system: centralized control on the back of the table.

• European community product.

• Dimensions 126 x 67 with door in the lowest position at 45 cm.
• Electric adjustment: foot or hand switch.
• Height adjustment: 40 to 90 cm.
• Adjustment system: Danish electric actuator.
• European community product.

CODE MODEL

IT99005
Electric table top 107 x 60
with rod without wheels

CODE MODEL

IT99010
Adjustable stainless steel electric tank

in height 127x67x90cm
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MODEL DOGS   
GROOMING SCHOOL

The model dogs are plastic mannequins identical to the 
breed, they must be covered with different synthetic fur  
and are available in different colours. 
Model Dogs are great for learning to practice with grooming 
scissors. Ideal for grooming schools.
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MODEL DOG

CODE MODEL

IT50001 model dog poodle mannequin

IT50002 white whole fur poodle

IT50003 poodle head mannequin

IT50004 white head fur poodle

IT50005 brown head fur poodle

IT50006 grey head fur poodle

IT50007 bichon head mannequin

IT50008 white head fur bichon

MODEL DOG 
POODLE 

MANNEQUIN

BROWN  
HEAD FUR 
POODLE

POODLE  
HEAD 

MANNEQUIN

BICHON  
HEAD 

MANNEQUIN

WHITE  
WHOLE FUR 

POODLE

GREY  
HEAD FUR 
POODLE 

WHITE  
HEAD FUR 
POODLE

WHITE  
HEAD FUR 
BICHON
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CERTIFICATIONS

Vegan Quality guarantees the absence of animal-derived 
substances in the products of the food, cosmetics, detergents, 
textiles and packaging chains. It is a certification that aims to 
provide vegan consumers with information to make informed 
purchases.

The Vegan Quality standard certifies the highest quality 
productions, differentiating and promoting them on the market. 
The brand guarantees the absence of animal-derived substances 
in the products of the food, cosmetics, detergents, textiles and 
packaging chains.

Aiab bio eco pet care is a certification for biological cosmetics by 
Aiab- Italian Association for Biological Agriculture - and ensures 
the adoption of a production methodology that involves the use 
of raw materials of high quality and a low environmental impact. 
The recognizability of the brand Aiab bio eco pet care enables 
consumers to immediately identify certified products.

The love for bio is a certified choice

that makes the difference
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AIAB AND VEGAN QUALITY



NOTE:



NOTE:



www.ariespet.it

info@ariessrl.eu - Infoline +39 393 1769652

Aries srl – Via Quarnaro I, 17/B - 89135 – Reggio Calabria

@ariessoluzioninaturali

WEB SITE


